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ABSTRACT

The importance of protecting water quality and aquatic resources are increasing
because of harmful human impacts within and around waterways. Establishing or
restoring functional riparian areas protect water quality and are a good mechanism to
conserve aquatic systems, plants, and wildlife. Laser-based remote sensing technology
offers a high resolution approach to both characterize and document changes in riparian
buffer zones (RBZs). The objectives of this study were to build a model to calculate
riparian buffer width on both sides of a stream using a LiDAR-derived slope variable, to
classify riparian buffers and determine their quality, and to evaluate the
appropriateness of using LiDAR in riparian buffer assessment. For this purpose, RBZs
were delineated for Hunnicutt and King Creek, which are located in Oconee and Pickens
counties, in South Carolina. Results show that LiDAR was effective in delineating
required riparian buffer widths based on the topography slope of upstream areas, and
to calculate the ratio of tree cover in those riparian buffer zones to qualify them.
Furthermore, the riparian buffer assessment model that was created in this research has
potential for use in different sites and different studies.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

The importance of protecting water quality and aquatic resources are increasing
because of harmful human impacts within and around the waterways. Particularly, rapid
growth in urbanization causes non-point source pollution, which reduces water quality.
Primarily, nitrogen (N), phosphorus (P), and other chemicals can be considered as nonpoint source pollutants (Muscutt et al., 1993). In addition, agricultural and forestry
activities change the structure of landscape and cause rise on the quantity of sediments
which reduce water quality and inhibit presence of aquatic organism (Anbumozhi et al.,
2004). Establishing or restoring functional riparian areas can be a solution to conserve
and protect aquatic systems, plants, and wildlife. Riparian buffer zones (RBZs) can be
defined briefly as the neighboring area to streams, lakes and other surface waters
(Narumalani et al., 1997). The word ‘buffer’ is used in this term because these zones
serve as a buffer or a barrier to stop runoff and pollutants before they enter water
sources via infiltration, absorption, filtering, and uptake (Narumalani et al., 1997).
Riparian buffer zones have many important functions, such as improving surface water
quality by reducing the amount of sediment, nutrients and other environmental
pollutants (Anbumozhi et al., 2004); stabilizing stream banks and helping to remove
nitrogen fluxes from uplands (Sabater et al., 2003); storing water to prevent floods; and
protecting habitat areas by enabling shade, shelter, and access to food for fish, birds,
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and other wildlife (Lathrop and Haag, 2007). In addition, riparian areas may provide
access to waterways for activities such as swimming, boating, fishing, hunting, hiking,
and nature observations for people (Klapproth and Johnson, 2009). Previous research
conducted by Lowrance and Sheridan (2005) discussed riparian forest buffer
effectiveness in reducing non-point source pollution. According to this study, it was
determined that the average buffer can cause reductions from 27% for total Kjeldahl N
to 63% for P (Lowrance and Sheridan, 2005). Consequently, forest buffers were found to
be suitable to remove nutrients and pollutants before they reach water sources. In
other research, 20 sites were differentiated by buffer width, slope, and vegetation to
examine buffer zone effectiveness (Abu-Zreig et al., 2004). This study showed that the
efficiency of all buffers for reducing runoff volume was approximately 84% and the
buffer width was found to be the most influential factor in trapping sediments (AbuZreig et al., 2004).
One of the most effective techniques in riparian buffer assessment studies is
based on using Geographic Information Systems (GIS), because traditional studies
generally depend on field-based surveys, which are time intensive and limit the spatial
amount of area that can be assessed. Narumalani et al. (1997) conducted a GIS and
remote sensing-based study to delineate riparian buffer zones and to qualify buffers
with regards to their land-use types in the State of Iowa. That research consisted of four
stages: (1) exerting image classification effort through the use of LANDSAT TM, (2)
obtaining stream network data via Digital Line Graph data, (3) making a decision about
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the riparian buffer zone width with the aid of Soil Capability Class method, and (4)
analyzing buffer strips and their vegetation cover to decide whether they are sufficient
or not. As a result, GIS and remote sensing techniques were found to be a convenient
way to determine critical areas near water bodies with regards to quality. However,
datasets that were used in this study were generally dependent on low-resolution
satellite images which likely introduced errors because of the coarseness of the data.
In order to prevent errors due to low-resolution images, light detection and
ranging (LiDAR) data can provide a more accurate representation of stream buffer areas.
Modern laser scanning systems became available, with the integration of global
positioning systems (GPS) in the 1980s (Akay et al., 2009). LiDAR provides an accurate
3D representation of the ground and vegetation to understand characteristics of ground
cover. A LiDAR system uses light pulses and sends them to a target object, thereby
measuring the distance based on the elapsed time of the reflected light from the target
object back to the LiDAR instrument (Akay et al., 2009). In this way, 3D coordinates and
shapes of objects can be visualized by force of light reflection and a LiDAR instrument
(Akay et al., 2009). LiDAR will help to create a very high-resolution Digital Surface Model
(DSM) and Digital Elevation Model (DEM) to delineate the stream network of an area,
and to calculate the topography slope. LiDAR can also be used to estimate forest stand
characteristics, such as number of trees in an area, average tree height, crown width,
canopy closure, and diameter at breast height (DBH) of the riparian forest (Akay et al.,
2012). Furthermore, LiDAR can calculate the strength of reflected light, which is helpful
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in creating high-quality intensity maps of study areas. Therefore, it is important to
consider if LiDAR is more accurate when it is compared with other remote sensing tools.
Johansen et al. (2010) conducted a study to determine if LiDAR was more accurate when
compared with other remote sensing tools. That study compared three different image
sources (LiDAR, QuickBird, and SPOT-5) to specify their cost and accuracy in Australia. As
a result, LiDAR was found to be the most accurate way to measure RBZ widths (R2 =
0.91), and the least expensive way to map large-extent riparian areas.
In this study, GIS and remote sensing techniques were applied to analyze the
RBZs of two creeks in the upstate of South Carolina, USA: Hunnicutt Creek and King. In
this paper, we will discuss a method and that has the potential of accurately quantifying
the state of riparian buffers along perennial as well as ephemeral and intermittent
streams. The objectives of this research are to: (1) build a model to calculate riparian
buffer widths on both sides of streams using a LiDAR-derived slope estimate. (2)
classifying RBZs based on their forest cover ratio and evaluating that model with
measured surface water quality metrics; and finally, (3) making recommendations
regarding the appropriateness of using LiDAR for riparian buffer assessment by
completing an error assessment of the LiDAR classification using high resolution aerial
imagery.
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CHAPTER TWO
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Description of the Hunnicutt Creek and King Creek Watersheds

Hunnicutt Creek is one of several creeks in the Clemson University Campus and is
located in Pickens County, which is in the northeastern part of South Carolina, USA. The
watershed area was calculated at 4,894,610 square meters (4.89 km2) (Figure 1). The
creek contains an extensive network of intermittent and ephemeral streams in addition
to the perennial stream that covers a total length of 21 kilometers in the watershed
area. This stream discharges into Lake Hartwell which eventually drains through the
Savannah River system into the Atlantic Ocean. The elevation of the study area ranges
from 186 meters to 263 meters above sea level. The greatest elevation was found in the
eastern part of the watershed. The watershed area is an urban environment which
contains academic buildings, residential buildings, roads and small forested areas.
King Creek Watershed covers 4,829,335 square meters (4.83 km2) of Oconee
County in South Carolina, USA (Figure 2). It is primarily on US Forest Service lands and
located close to the Georgia and North Carolina state borders. The perennial,
intermittent, and ephemeral stream branches of this watershed extent for 26
kilometers. The elevation range of the watershed is significantly higher than that of the
Hunnicutt Creek Watershed area, which ranges from 615 meters to 960 meters above
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sea level. Steep slopes are predominantly located in the western part of the watershed.
Almost all land is covered by mature forests, except one road (Burrells Ford Road),
which divides the watershed area into two parts.

Software and Data Preparation

A geographic information system (GIS) software, ArcGIS 10.1 (ESRI, Redlands, CA,
USA), was used to perform the presented analysis. The Model Builder application,
Spatial Analyst, and 3D Analyst extensions of ArcGIS 10.1 were used to delineate RBZs
and calculating tree cover ratio within RBZs.
All datasets that were used in this research are publically available. The
increasing availability of LiDAR data available at no cost means that it is now possible in
many regions to perform this type of riparian buffer analysis. The coordinate system of
all layers were converted into NAD 1983 State Plane South Carolina FIPS 3900 Feet.
Table (1) shows the sources, data types, and resolution (scale) of data layers that were
used in this work.
After all these done it is possible to work on the next steps. Figure (3) is the
summary of this research which consists of three main parts: (1) stream and riparian
buffer zone delineation, (2) estimation of tree coverage within RBZs, and (3) comparing
study results with water quality reports to determine accuracy of the model.
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Digital Elevation Model (DEM) and Digital Surface Model (DSM) Production

Production of DEMs and DSMs for study areas was a necessary part of this study
because they were used in the most critical portions of the RBZ Model. A DEM
represents the elevation of the ground level and does not include any objects such as
buildings and trees (only bare earth). Although DSMs are the elevation representations
of the earth like DEMs, DSMs are different in that they show objects above the bare
earth (trees, buildings, brush, etc.).
DEM can be represented in a raster format or in a vector-based format, which is
called a triangular irregular network (TIN). The resolution of a DEM is determined by
looking at the grid resolutions or pixel size. The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) and the
South Carolina Department of Natural Resources (SCDNR) both provide DEM data but
the resolution of these products is typically 30 meters, covering 900 square meters in a
single grid to represent average elevation. Noticeably, this grid size value is too high for
stream-side management zone assessments because the required buffer might be
smaller than 30 meters. For this reason, LiDAR data from March 8, 2011 were used to
generate 4-feet resolution (~ 1.2 m.) raster format DEMs and DSMs using ArcGIS 10.1
software. In order to do this, LiDAR row data should be converted into LAS dataset
format.
LiDAR in LAS dataset format typically provides information about elevation,
classes, and returns, based on the initial point categorization from the LiDAR provider.
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This information plays a critical role in creating both DEM and DSMs. For instance, DEM
can be created by using the last return of reflected light and ground class, which is
assigned as ‘class 2’ in LAS datasets. However, DSM production is slightly different than
DEM production. In this case, the first of many returns should be used to map surface
objects of the area. ‘Make LAS Dataset Layer’ and ‘LAS Dataset to Raster’ toolbox
routines in ArcMap were used respectively to generate these products.

Riparian Buffer Zone Width Model

The main goal of this research is to supply methodology to evaluate stream
buffers for protection of water resources. It was mentioned before; RBZs can help to
preserve water quality by blocking or filtering surface runoff. Estimation of required RBZ
width to conserve water is the most challenging is an important aspect of this study.
Several studies were conducted to approximate RBZ width (e.g., Xiang, 1996;
Narumalani et al., 1997; Williams et al., 2003) and their effectiveness (e.g., Xiang, 1993).
Riparian buffer zone width can be either a fixed- or a standard-width value, based on
slope; or a variable width that is based on many different components, such as
vegetative cover condition, plant ages, their diversity, soil characteristics, and so on, in
these references. Even though using the variable-width RBZs method provides more
detailed outputs, it is not easy and practical to use, especially in large-scale areas.
Therefore, required buffer zone widths on both sides of streams were calculated based
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on the topographic slope of upstream areas. South Carolina’s Best Management
Practices (BMPs) regulations were used as a base resource to delineate RBZs in this
paper. This methodology allows for easy evaluation of stream side area based on
guidelines for other states or regions, because of the ability to use stream-side slope as
part of the buffer with delineation process.
Best Management Practices was defined in The Dictionary of Forestry (Helms,
1998) as “a practice or usually a combination of practices that are determined by a state
or a designated planning agency to be the most effective and practicable means
(including technological, economical, and institutional considerations) of controlling
point and nonpoint source pollutants at levels compatible with environmental quality
goals.” In 1996, 47 states decided to develop BMPs in order to ease the destructive
effects of forestry activities—which are performed adjacent to water bodies like nonpoint source pollution due to timber harvesting—and protect water quality (Blinn et al.,
2001). The effectiveness of BMPs on water quality was assessed by Anderson et al.
(2011). Results indicated that BMPs regulations substantially reduce effects of forest
management on water resources.
According to South Carolina’s BMPs, RBZs should be examined in two sections:
primary zone and secondary zone (Figure 4). These regulations were made by using only
one variable, which is the topography slope of upstream areas. Buffer width does not
change in any slope value for primary zone and the minimum buffer width was assigned
as 12 meters (40 feet) for these areas. There is no need to create a secondary buffer
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zone if the slope is less than 5 percent. On the other hand, RBZs widths should be at
least 48 meters (160 feet) if the slope value is greater than 40% (Table 2). While BMPs
use trout existence as an influential factor for buffer width, it was not used in this paper
(SC BMPs, 1995). In order to be most effective, buffers must cover all stream types, such
as perennial, intermittent, and ephemeral streams (SC BMPs, 1995).
Two former studies managed by Lipscomb et al. (2000) and Williams et al. (2003)
were used to build a model in a GIS environment to delineate RBZs for Hunnicutt and
King Creeks. Discretely, our model was adapted to be used with 2011 LiDAR row data
instead of using low-resolution datasets from providers. The RBZ model basically
consists of two main parts: (1) stream and watershed delineation; and (2) estimation of
RBZ width, based on topography slope.
This study used the complete stream network (including perennial, intermittent,
and ephemeral streams) which was first generated before starting RBZ width estimation
analysis. Standard methods, using the ArcGIS 10.1 Hydrology toolset, were used to map
streams and watershed boundaries. This analysis relied on a LiDAR-derived, highresolution DEM (4 feet = 1.2 meter) as an input, which greatly improved resolution and
accuracy when compared with more standard methods using low to medium resolution
DEM’s (10-30m). The key section of this analysis is to determine the quantity of
neighboring cells, which accumulate in an individual cell. Flow accumulation lines were
established by combining individual grid cells, that drained by more than 10,000 cells.
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The obtained flow accumulation output was converted into polyline data to perform the
next step in the analysis.
The following section concerns estimation of percent slope rise around streams
that were created in the previous section. As mentioned previously, this estimation is
important because it is the one and only variable to determine proposed RBZ widths.
Slope areas were determined by buffering 30 meters from the left and right upstream
areas. Then, the DEM were used to calculate the percentage of slope rise for those
locations. Each raster cell was calculated as the steepest ridge of the eight adjacent
cells.
Before 30-meter buffers mask of the DEM for producing slope data, the DEM
was clipped by watershed boundary layer in order to prevent any negative slope effect
that may exist. Subsequently, the ‘Focal Statistics’ tool in ArcGIS was used for calculating
average slope statistics for each input cell based on their neighborhood cell values in the
next step. Cell size plays an important role in determining how many neighborhood cells
should be around the individual focused cell. Buffer width should be divided by cell size
value to find correct quantity of neighborhood cells. In this study, since buffer size were
determined as 30 meters and cell size were assigned as 1.2 meters, 25 neighbor cells
should be chosen as the focal statistics value. This number must be an odd integer. If it
is not, it must be rounded to the next odd integer.
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Finally, classifying raster slope data based on BMP regulations (Table 2) gave us a
suggested RBZ width. Riparian buffer zones were delineated as polygons in a final
version after doing numerous analyses with this model for Hunnicutt and King Creeks.

Estimating Tree Cover Ratio

The effectiveness of RBZs can be calculated by measuring nutrient and sediment
removal, and is dependent on many variables, such as buffer width and extent, soil type,
and vegetation type (Wenger, 1999). Vegetation form was used as a variable to define
the efficiency of buffer zones in this study. There are two main vegetation types that
were compared in this paper: (1) grassed buffers and (2) forested buffers. According an
US Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) report, the buffer vegetation type was
determined to be a highly effective variable in eliminating nitrogen (n= 66; p= 0.002)
(Mayer et al., 2005). They also found that forest buffers are considerably better than
grass buffers in blocking nitrogen to water sources (Mayer et al., 2005). In addition to
the EPA’s report, previous research conducted by Lowrance and Sheridan (1984) had a
similar conclusion. Forested buffers were found to be an excellent cover type to stop
nutrient discharge which comes from adjacent agricultural fields by uptake in that study.
In such, it can be obviously seen that riparian zones should be covered by forests to
obtain maximum benefit from them.
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As discussed earlier, a DEM represents the bare ground/earth and DSM
represents earth with objects represented on it. Theoretically, subtraction of DEM from
DSM should give us only the objects present on the ground (trees, shrubs, buildings,
etc.). Based on this concept, a model was created to measure the ratio of forested
areas. The ‘Raster Calculator’ tool in ArcGIS 10.1 was used to subtract the DEM from
DSM. The output is a raster that shows the elevation of objects in each grid cell. Thus,
general tree height parameters should be decided from a source to classify the elevation
cells of an area. Global forest resources assessment publication of the Food and
Agriculture Organization of the United States (FAO) stated that trees must be at least 5
meters tall, while shrubs should be taller than 0.5 meter and shorter than 5 meters
(FAO, 2005). This information was used to distinguish vegetation classes by looking at
their elevation value in ArcGIS (Table 3).
Commonly, this methodology prevents some erroneous interpretations in a
developed area or developing area. Typically, buildings were recognized as trees
because their height was generally taller than 5 meters, similar to the height of trees.
Buildings or other impervious surfaces should be delineated and reassigned as a
different type of cover to solve this problem.
National Agriculture Imagery Program (NAIP) high-resolution (1 m.) digital
orthophoto images from 2011 were used to augment the information from the LiDAR
based DSM classification, by using the imagery to classify the land cover types to help
pick out the impervious and man-made structures. For the Hunnicutt Creek watershed
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area, three main cover forms were assigned: (1) trees; (2) impervious; and (3) pasture,
hay, and agriculture. The only difference for the King Creek watershed area is the
elimination of pasture, hay, and agriculture cover types, because these cover types did
not exist around King Creek in 2011. Supervised classification techniques were applied
and at least 30 sample sites were picked for each land-use form. Then, the ‘Maximum
Likelihood Classification’ tool was used to obtain land cover maps.
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CHAPTER THREE
RESULTS

Stream and Riparian Buffer Zone Delineation

Streams and buffer zones were delineated by the RBZ Model that was created in
this study (Figure 5 and Figure 6). Length of streams and required buffer zones of study
areas varied considerably, according to model results (Table 4). There is an approximate
4.5-kilometer difference between Hunnicutt Creek and King Creek in their stream length
(21.533 km2 and 25.938 km2, respectively). Without doubt, buffer strips were affected
by this difference. The total required RBZ area around King Creek is quite higher than
that of Hunnicutt Creek. Moreover, average suggested RBZ width sizes for Hunnicutt
and King Creeks show us there is still a major difference between them (31.09 m. and
43.85 m., respectively). This is not only due to stream length difference, it also arises
from topographic and slope difference in the two study areas. Slope values within RBZs
of King Creek were found to be approximately 35% higher than those of Hunnicutt
Creek. As mentioned before, the recommended buffer width has a linear correlation
with slope variable. Simply, if the average buffer width of Hunnicutt Creek is increased
by 35%, results should be close to the average buffer width of King Creek. Thereby, if a
31.09 m buffer width is increased by 35%, the result will be 41.97 meters, which is near
the King Creek result.
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Tree Cover Ratio and Impervious Surfaces

Table 5 summarizes the total area calculations for each land cover type and their
percentage ratio for RBZs of study sites. Furthermore, the map representations were
shown in Figure 7 and Figure 9. Visual comparisons of the land cover maps of the study
sites demonstrate they are vastly different (Figure 8 and 10). Buffer zones of both creeks
were classified into three land cover forms which are: (1) trees, (2) shrubs, and (3)
others (agriculture fields, pasture, hay, buildings, and roads).
Trees cover the biggest part of the RBZs of Hunnicutt Creek (46.69 %); followed
by others (41.41 %) and shrubs (11.90 %) respectively (Figure 11). Unfortunately, many
areas beside tributaries have agricultural and urban fields, which are the primary
sources of non-point source pollution. Especially, large integration of impervious
surfaces in a watershed area makes it vulnerable. Because of this, the impervious
surfaces of the Hunnicutt Creek Watershed area were depicted as a polygon layer and
calculated to ascertain critical areas (Figure 12). Total imperviousness of the Hunnicutt
Creek Watershed was calculated as 1,067,042 square meters and it covers 21.84 percent
of the whole watershed area. RBZs need at least 49 hectares of extra forest cover to
protect water sources efficiently from runoff. Conversely to Hunnicutt Creek, almost the
whole area of the King Creek stream side zones were protected by forests (97.14 %)
(Figure 11). Since there are no agriculture fields, pastures, hay, or buildings within the
King Creek Watershed boundary, the impervious surfaces (only roads) were calculated
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to be considerably low in this area (0.14 %). There was no need for additional forest to
protect water resources for this watershed. Fortunately, the RBZs of King Creek tend to
be the best zones with regard to water quality.
With the purpose of determining the accuracy of the results from tree cover
ratio analysis, 100 sample cells were picked randomly from NAIP imagery for each land
cover type assigned as forest and others (agriculture fields, pasture, hay, buildings, and
roads). Shrub cover was merged with forest cover because it was almost impossible to
define them with imagery that doesn’t have elevation values on it. In total, 200
reference cells were picked and compared with the resulting land cover raster for both
creeks. Accuracy assessment of the classification method indicated that 97.5% of the
LiDAR-derived land cover map was correctly classified with a Cohen’s kappa coefficient
of 0.95 for Hunnicutt Creek. In addition, overall accuracy of LiDAR-derived land cover
map for King Creek was found to be 94.5% with Cohen’s kappa coefficient of 0.89. Even
though Hunnicutt Creek had much more complicated land cover, overall accuracy of
land cover analysis in King Creek is lower than that of Hunnicutt Creek. This decrease in
accuracy of land cover map can be explained by occurring pixel confliction due to having
an intense tree cover and the resulting shade.
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CHAPTER FOUR
DISCUSSION

This research was conducted to provide further information about conditions of
RBZs, which are important for maintaining water quality. Two former studies were used
to receive surface water quality results for Hunnicutt and King Creeks to compare with
outcomes of our study in order to decide whether our method was a good way to
delineate buffer composition with the aim of protecting water quality (Dumrichob,
2009; English and Pike, 2006). Previous tree cover ratio analysis results showed that the
water quality of King Creek should be better than the water quality of Hunnicutt Creek.
From research on these two watersheds we chose the data on macroinvertebrates as
indicative of water quality. Eight water monitoring sites were in Hunnicutt Creek and
seven water monitoring sites were form King Creek were chosen (Figure 13 and 14).
Because the presence or absence of macroinvertebrates is one of the most
common and advantageous indicators used to monitor the quality of surface water, the
taxa richness and EPT metric for sampled macroinvertebrates was used as indicators to
compare water quality of two watersheds. These organisms can live under good
conditions because they are really sensitive to pollutants. They are also useful because
assemblage and identification of macroinvertebrates are easier when comparing with
other habitats (Metcalfe, 1989).
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Aquatic macroinvertebrates spend most of their lives living in water and as
function as continuous monitors of water quality. A high number of taxa or taxa richness
indicates better water quality. The average taxa richness in King Creek watershed
(87.86) was much greater than the average taxa richness in the Hunnicutt Creek
Watershed (13.91). Within the macroinvertebrate group there are taxa that are more
sensitive to poor water quality conditions than others. The mayflys or Epemeroptera,
stoneflies Plecoptera and caddisflies Trichoptera are among the most sensitive of the
macroinvertebrates. The first letters of each family, EPT, is used to represent those
family counts. The E, P, T richness is a commonly used biological indicator of water
quality. Higher EPT richness indicates better water quality. The studies by Dumbrichob
(2009) and English and Pike (2006) showed that King Creek watershed had an average
EPT richness of 5.50 compared to that of Hunnicutt Creek watershed that had an
average EPT richness of 36.28. This indicates that King Creek had better water quality
than Hunnicutt Creek. These macroinvertebrate data support the model that indicates
that King Creek Watershed has a buffer with more trees and less impervious surface. In
order to illustrate this statement more, water monitoring sites for two studies were
used as pour points to delineate different watersheds based on these points (Figure 15
and 16). All land cover results within RBZs were clipped by these watersheds and
calculated. Results of water monitoring sites (number ‘1’ and number ‘3’) support the
statement that more trees in a buffer provide better water quality (Table 6.).
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Generally, integration of LiDAR and GIS worked out well in RBZ assessment for
both Hunnicutt and King Creeks. High-resolution DEMs and DSMs were created and
compared with LiDAR-derived DEMs that were provided by SCDNR through their
website. The elevation results for Hunnicutt Creek (186 m. to 263 m.) and King Creek
(615 m. to 960.) were found to be similar to DEMs from SCDNR. On the other hand, a
wrong interpretation was discovered after producing DSM for the Hunnicutt Creek
Watershed (Figure 17). Even though the area did not have any pyramid-shaped object, it
was seen on RBZs. This caused some errors when performing land cover analysis
because of an unknown issue. Fortunately, streams and buffer zone were delineated
correctly and suggested RBZ widths were calculated based on South Carolina’s BMPs in
a useful and time-efficient way. Available Cohen’s kappa coefficient values for Hunnicutt
and King Creeks (k= 0.95 and k= 0.89, respectively) indicated that estimating and
mapping forest cover within stream-side zones can be done conveniently by the model
that was created in this study.
For future studies, LiDAR intensity images can be used to map land covers
instead of using aerial or satellite imagery. The reason of not using intensity images for
mapping land cover in this study is that the ArcGIS 10.1 software did not facilitate clear
recognition of different intensity values. One was seen after many different tests and
some tree species were recognized incorrectly, such as impervious surfaces. However,
different software packages may help to obtain these maps to increase integration of
using LiDAR data in these kinds of studies.
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CHAPTER FIVE
CONCLUSION

Protection of aquatic resources is one of the most important challenges for the
future of humankind. Riparian buffer zones represent documented ways to protect
these ecosystems, and establishing or restoring functional riparian areas can be a
solution to conserve aquatic systems, plants, and wildlife. In such, the purpose of this
research was to build a useful, time-efficient, and accurate model, the RBZ Model—in a
GIS environment in order to estimate required RBZs and their current conditions based
on South Carolina’s BMPs. Generally, LiDAR row data were used to conduct this study
because of its accuracy and good resolution. Digital elevation model, derived from
LiDAR, was the key product used in much of this analysis, including calculating
topography slope. Based on slope results, average suggested RBZ width sizes for
Hunnicutt and King Creeks were found to be 31.09 m. and 43.85 m., respectively.
Efficiency of these zones to prevent surface runoff was estimated by using tree cover
ratio analysis. According to the results, almost all of the King Creek streams side zones
were covered by forests (97.14 %). In contrast, tree cover ratio was calculated lower for
Hunnicutt Creek (46.69 %). The accuracy assessment of the classification method
indicated that 97.5% and 94.5% of the LiDAR-derived land cover maps were correctly
classified with Cohen’s kappa coefficients of 0.95 and 0.89 for Hunnicutt Creek and King
Creek, respectively. Results showed that the RBZ Model has potential for use on
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different sites and in different studies. As a conclusion, the RBZ Model, LiDAR, and GIS
techniques showed high accuracy and efficiency in calculating stream side management
zones and their condition.
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Figure 1. Hunnicutt Creek’s Watershed Area.

29

Figure 2. King Creek’s Watershed Area.

30

Figure 3. General Flow Chart of Study.

31

Figure 4. Suggested Primary and Secondary Riparian Buffer Zones by South Carolina’s
BMPs (SC BMPs, 1995).

32

Figure 5. Estimated Necessary RBZs around Hunnicutt Creek.

33

Figure 6. Estimated Necessary RBZs around King Creek.

34

Figure 7. Representation of Tree, Shrub, and other cover types within King Creek RBZs.

35

Figure 8. 2D Display of RBZs with Land Cover for Hunnicutt Creek Watershed Area.

36

Figure 9. Representation of Tree, Shrub, and other cover types within King Creek RBZs.
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Figure 10. 2D Display of RBZs with Land Cover for King Creek Watershed Area.

38

Figure 11. Comparison of Hunnicutt Creek’s and King Creek’s Land Cover Ratios.

39

Figure 12. Impervious Surfaces Polygon Map within Hunnicutt Creek Watershed.

40

Figure 13. Eight Sampling Stations to Monitor Water Quality for Hunnicutt Creek (Dumrichob, 2009).

41

Figure 14. Seven Sampling Stations to Monitor Water Quality for King Creek (English and Pike, 2006).

42

Figure 15. Watershed Derived from Water Monitoring Sites for Hunnicutt Creek.
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Figure 16. Watersheds Derived from Water Monitoring Sites for King Creek.

44

Figure 17. Error due to Unidentified Pyramid Shape Object in DSM.
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Table 1. Data Layers, Sources, Types, and Resolution Used in This Study.

Data Layer

Sources

Data Type

Resolution/Scale

LiDAR

US Geological
Survey

LAS Data

n/a

NAIP Imagery

US Geological
Survey

Raster

1 m.

US Geological Survey
National Hydrography
Dataset

Polygon

n/a

ESRI

Imagery

1 m.

Watershed
Boundary

World Imagery
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Table 2. Minimum Recommended RBZ Width Based on Slope (SC BMPs, 1995).

Widths of RBZs on each side (m.)
Percent Slope
Primary

Secondary

Less than 5 %

12

0

5% - 20%

12

12

21% - 40%

12

24

12

36

Greater than 40%
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Table 3. Height Parameters for Tree and Shrub (FAO, 2005).

Cover Type

Tree
Shrub or Young Tree
Almost Flat Areas like Pasture, Hay,

Minimum Height

Maximum Height

5 m.

n/a

0.5 m.

5 m.

n/a

Grass, Agriculture Field, or Roads

48

0.5 m.

Table 4. Stream Length and RBZ Area Calculations.

Study Area

Total Stream Length

Total RBZ Area

Average RBZ Width

Hunnicutt Creek

21533 m.

1196197 m2

31.09 m.

King Creek

25938 m.

1894130 m2

43.85 m.
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Table 5. Proportion of Tree, Shrub, and Other Covers.

Total Area of Cover Forms (m2)
Study Area

Hunnicutt Creek
King Creek

Proportion (%)

Tree

Shrub

Others

Tree Shrub Others

558504

142312

495381

46.69 11.90 41.41

1839961

51529

2640

97.14

50

2.72

0.14
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Table 6. Land Cover Proportions and Water Quality Indicators for Watersheds Derived
from Water Monitoring Sites (Dumrichob, 2009; English and Pike, 2006).

Other

Tree Cover

Shrub

%

Cover %

H1

23.10

4.71

72.19

10.8

2.7

H2

37.31

10.38

37.31

15.3

7.1

H3

71.96

6.12

21.92

25.3

11.9

H4

70.19

16.51

13.30

19.6

10.1

H5

51.69

11.04

37.27

12.7

5.0

H6

7.71

6.51

85.78

n/a

n/a

H7

61.43

15.25

23.32

8.0

1.7

H8

43.87

15.33

40.80

5.7

0.8

K1

96.06

3.37

0.57

110

45

K2

95.05

4.82

0.13

72

32

K3

97.14

2.85

0.01

85

41

K4

97.45

2.55

n/a

93

38

K5

98.04

1.96

n/a

83

39

K6

97.76

2.24

n/a

91

29

K7

97.90

2.10

n/a

81

30

Location

Cover Types
%

51

Taxa
Richness

EPT Richness

